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Pension Post

Tony Gilhawley of Technical Guidance Ltd takes a look at the Government’s 
outline of the proposed Auto Enrolment scheme published on 22nd August 2018.

The details outlined below are provisional and may change as the 
Government is running a consultation process on the AE scheme up to 
November 2018 and hence some detail could change before implementation, 
planned to start from the end of 2022 onwards on a phased basis.

Who will be included in the AE scheme?
The plan is to compulsory enrol in the scheme, when it starts, all private sector 
employees who:

• are over age 23 and under 60 with gross earnings of over €20,000; and

• who are not at that time in a private pension arrangement or are but it doesn’t 
meet a ‘prescribed minimum standard’ which has not yet been specified

There will be no waiting period before enrolment. The €20,000 earnings limit for 
joining will be fixed for the first five years and adjusted thereafter.

Others, such as private sector employees outside the limits above and the self 
employed, can also opt to enrol, but they don’t have to.
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The main proposals are these:

• The employer will compulsory enrol the relevant employee in the AE scheme 
through a portal called the Central Processing Agency (CPA) a State run body

• Before the AE scheme starts, the CPA will run a tendering process to pick a 
limited (suggested as four) providers to be the AE Registered Providers. These 
Providers will be appointed for a period of 5 to 10 years, after which a new 
tendering process will be run

• Each Provider will probably operate their scheme on a Master Trust basis

• The employee can pick from:

• One of the four ‘Registered Providers’ (RPs). If the employee doesn’t make or 
want to make a choice of Provider, one will be allocated automatically to him 
or her by the CPA

• One of three funds provided by that Provider: Each of the Providers must offer 
three standard funds, a low, medium and high risk probably run on a Lifestyle 
approach. The maximum fund charge may be 0.5% per annum. If the employee 
doesn’t choose a fund, a default fund will be specified by the Provider

• The employee contracts with the Provider and their account will be run on a  
DC basis

• The required contribution payable by the employee when the AE scheme starts 
will be 1% of gross earnings taken from their net income, up to an earnings limit 
of €75,000. The employee contributions will not be deductible for income tax, 
PRSI or USC. The 1% will be ramped up by 1% in each of the first 6 years of the 
AE scheme to reach 6% after 6 years, i.e. 6% of gross earnings taken from net 
income. For those joining after the AE scheme has started the initial contribution 
rate will be that applying in the year they join; for example, if an employee joins 
3 years after the AE scheme starts, they will pay 3% initially increasing over the 
following three years to 6%

• The employer will pay a matching contribution, up to an earnings ceiling of 
€75,000. These contributions will be tax deductible for the employer

• The employer will pay their and the employee’s contribution to the CPA, who in 
turn will send it on with the Government contribution to the chosen Provider for 
investment. The employee contracts with the Provider, not with the CPA

How will the scheme work?
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• The Government will pay a contribution to the member’s account, up to an 
earning ceiling of €75,000, of 1/3rd of the member’s contribution. This amounts 
in effect to a fixed 25% tax relief. So in the first year of the AE scheme the total 
default contribution as a % of gross earnings will be:

• 1% gross earnings employee, but a ceiling of €75,000 earnings

• 1% gross earnings employer, but a ceiling of €75,000 earnings

• 0.33% gross earnings Government, but a ceiling of €75,000 earnings

After 6 years the ongoing contribution will be 6% employee, 6% employer and 
2% Government, capped at an upper earnings limit of €75,000

• The employee must remain a member of the scheme for at least 6 months. 
After 6 months he can opt out during a 2 month window, but if they do they 
are automatically enrolled again after 3 years if not then in a private pension 
arrangement of the prescribed minimum standard

• Where an employee opts out of the AE scheme, they will receive a refund of their 
own contributions only. The employer and Government contributions will be paid 
to the CPA as a contribution to the CPAs ongoing expenses

• Employees can opt to suspend their contributions in certain circumstances, but 
the detail is not known at this point. In any event, contributions will cease at the 
employee’s State Pension age

• The full value of the employee’s fund will be paid out on death

• The ‘NRA’ of the scheme will be set at the Employee’s State Pension Age, i.e. 68 
for most, but there will be access before that age on ill health (not defined) and 
on compulsory redundancy (again not defined)

• There is no clear information on how retirement benefits can be taken other than:

• funds up to a certain specified level will be paid out as a lump sum; not clear if 
this will all be tax free or not?

• beyond a certain limit there may be compulsory annuity purchase for some of 
the fund;

• the balance, if any, of the fund may operate as regular ARF type drawdown in 
retirement, but no details were provided of how this will work in practice

• Each member of the scheme will get access to on line account statements 
through a CPA portal

• It is planned to start rolling out the AE scheme on a phased basis from the end  
of 2022
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We don’t know at this stage exactly how the AE scheme may interact with PRSA and 
DC occupational pension schemes, for example:

• Will you be able to transfer funds from say the AE scheme to a PRSA or vice versa?

• Can a self employed person be both in an AE scheme and contribute to a PRSA at 
the same time?

• What ‘prescribed minimum standard’ will be required to allow opt out from 
compulsory AE enrolment for employees in DC schemes. It might be that the 
employee + employer contribution level will have to be at least that applying 
under the AE scheme, for example, 12% per annum when the AE scheme is fully 
mature after 6 years

• Will tax relief on PRSA and DC schemes continue at marginal rate, given that ‘tax 
relief’ in the AE scheme will be a fixed 25%?

• What knock on effect will the AE scheme have on existing private pension 
arrangements such as PRSAs and DC employer schemes? Will the proposed  
0.5% per annum fund charge for AE scheme funds drive down fund charge levels 
on PRSA and DC scheme funds? Will 0.5% per annum become the ‘new black’ of 
fund charges?

More details of the AE scheme are likely to emerge in 2019 after the end of the 
Consultation Period in November 2018.

Interaction with existing private  
pension arrangements


